
HARBOR OAKS CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION, INC. 
Board of Director Meeting held via telephone conference (Zoom) 

On Thursday, September 10th, 2020, at 11:00 AM. 
 

Draft Minutes 
 

Call to Order: Jennifer called the meeting to order at 11:00 AM. 
 
Board Quorum: A quorum was established with President Bryan Ellsworth, Vice President Rick Houston, 
Treasurer William (Bill) Fish, and Secretary Pat Thomas. Directors Mary Gregory, Cheryl Falletti, and Robert 
Parlin were also present. Manager Jennifer was present along with 19 owners on the teleconference call.  
 
Proof of Notice:  Jennifer certified the meeting agenda was posted 48 hours in advance, and courtesy e-mails 
were sent out to all owners.  
 
Approval of Prior Meeting Minutes: Bryan motioned to approve the prior minutes, and Pat seconded. All voted 
in favor, and the motion passed. 
 

Old Business 
 
Elevator: Bryan and Bill discussed the complexity of the elevator project. They decided it would be best to go 
with an elevator consultant for two quotes: modernization and preventative contracts. Bryan motioned to get two 
additional elevator consultant quotes, and Bill seconded. All voted in favor, and the motion carried.  
 

New Business 
 
Phase 2: Concrete Restoration – Building 6-7: The Board discussed starting Phase 2 (Walkway Restoration of 
Building 6) after completion of Phase 1 (Balcony Restoration of Building 7). Pat asked when the next available 
date for restoration is, if not done in 2021, and will there be a cost increase. Bryan confirmed Chematics would 
be booked into late 2022, the prices will not be the same, and their quote is approximately $300,000. Rick raised 
several points opposing the entirety of the proposed repairs, their necessity, and whether they need to be done 
promptly. Bill stated based on hired professional opinion; he is in favor of moving forward with Phase 2. Bryan 
motioned to proceed with Chematics and Keystone Engineering for Phase 2 for Building 6 walkway restoration, 
and Rob seconded.  Bill, Pat, and Mary voted in favor. Rick and Cheryl voted no. Majority rules and the motion 
carries.  
 
Restoration Project: Building 1-5: The Board discussed the survey report from Keystone Engineering. Rick 
stated the 2-story buildings need more repairs then Building 6. Bryan agrees with Rick that the repairs need to be 
made and if we can make all the repairs now, that would be ideal, but due to limited funds, repairs are phased 
over the next few years. Mary asked that is the timeframe on a project. Bryan advised the process for Building 6 
and 7 projects has taken three years and has not been completed; therefore by the time they get a final contract 
for Building 1-5 the work would be done at the earliest 2022. Mary asked if the Association decides to fund in 
2021 fully would that eliminate special assessments? Bryan stated no since Harbor Oaks has been underfunded 
for many years, the owners continue to waive the full funding to keep the HOA fees low. The previous owners 
pushed repairs and projects off, and they are the generation of owners who can either continue to push off repairs 
for the next owners or make the corrections for the future. Bryan motioned to move forward with Keystone 
Engineering proposal for phase II, with the work scope for the reserves study and Bill seconded. Rob, Mary, and 
Pat voted in favor. Rick and Cheryl voted no. Majority rules and the motion carries.  
 
Windows: Pat discussed the windows are half a million dollars in the reserve study, and she request to put it to a 
vote of the membership to change the windows' responsibility to the owners. Bill stressed architectural review 
and the Association's ability to impose replacement. Mary reported a disparity between Building 6 & 7 compared 
to Buildings 1 through 5, since the owners in the mid-rise may require cranes to put in windows. Pat stated many 



windows do not need to be replaced, which is not an assessment that the owners need to take on. Cheryl said no 
one would buy a unit if the HOA is $700 monthly fee. Bryan stated that Cheryl has a point, which is why over 
the year’s owners have voted to waive full funding to keep the HOA lower. Therefore in that respect, owners 
understand they pay for repairs in lump sums (special assessments) rather than spreading it over every month. 
Cheryl asked when the next special review will be.  Bryan stated a special assessment meeting would need to be 
noticed 14 days in advance, and the final numbers need to be presented to the owner, which will most likely be 
in early 2021. Pat requested going straight to the owners for a vote rather than another survey. Pat will work with 
Jennifer to draft up a letter to the owners asking for a vote. Pat wanted to know if we wanted to add garages, 
laundry doors, and patio screens to the vote? Bill advised at this time not muddy the vote and agreed to windows 
for now.  
  
Lock Discussion: Pat requested the Board's opinion on the Locksmith quote for pool locks and tabled the item 
for the owner forum.   
 

Owner Forum 
 
KP Finke requested to know if the Association can change the responsibility of the windows needs 100%? Bryan 
replied the Association will verify with the attorney.  
 
Linda Nadeau requests that the Board charge the owners with tile for the removal of tiles and charge the owner 
for damages. Linda stated that owners did not have written permission to install tile, owners ignored the 
declaration, and there needs to be enforcement. Pat agrees with Linda but asked how she proposes for the Board 
to go back and enforce because owners who have installed the tile originally have sold to the current owners. Pat 
stated going forward, this Board will take control of enforcement. Linda asked if directors on the previous Board 
told owners it is okay to put tile on the balcony. Mary stated that many owners with tile didn’t ask for permission. 
Linda asked when will the Board enforce those currently with tile to take up the tile. Pat stated that when Buildings 
1-5 are planned for repairs, the Board will request owners to take up the tile. Bryan answered that asking owners 
to pull up tile now may damage the subflooring, resulting in immediate repairs by the Association, which may 
not be cost-effective. Mary stated that proper floor covering is no floor covering. KP suggested that the Board put 
out a blanket letter stating that as of today, any owners with covering are responsible for removing the tile and 
any damages associated with the tile covering. KP said tile can be maintained if owners re-seal the tile every year. 
KP reported that carpeting should go. KP stated the Board needs to put all the owners on notice; therefore, if the 
Association has damage, it is up to the owners to take care of the repairs.  
 
Laurie Allen stated the Board suggested the “big hitter” is window cost to the Association, however, there are 50 
units with elevators and garages. She suggested if the Board would like to change the limited common elements 
then lets truly alter the common elements for all. Laurie discussed the hardships due to covid, unemployment,                                                                                                           
and does not feel it is fair for the Board to continue to move forward with costly projects when the repairs were 
not done or funded 13, 15, or 20 years ago.  
 
Jeff Alderson stated he is a new owner and stated he was not aware that the Association did not approve the tile 
on his balcony or that there was a requirement to remove the tile. He suggested there be a procedure in place to 
make new owners aware of tile removal. Jeff stated he would do what needs to be done to take care of his tile. 
Set Next Meeting: September 24, 2020 at 11 AM. 
 
Adjournment: Jennifer adjourned the meeting.  
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Jennifer Vo 
Manager 
 


